
F10  1.0 CUBIC FOOT CAPACITY

F23  2.3 CUBIC FEET CAPACITY

F50  5.0 CUBIC FEET CAPACITY

The F10 filter consists of a strainer basket and 
fabric liner. With a capacity of 1.0 cu. ft., the F10 
is standard on the following Sump Shark models: 
SA5, SE10, CA5 and CE10. The reusable fabric 
filter has built in grips and is small enough for one 
person to lift. 

With a 2.3 cu. ft. capacity, the reusable F23 filter is 
fitted for fork lift or hook hoist handling. Patented 
compound linkage and rotary latch control the 
bottom opening door for easy emptying. The F23 
is standard on SE30, CE30, CE50 and CP50 models 
(200/200 tank sizes and smaller). Optional on
models SA5, SE10, CA5 and CE10.

With a 5.0 cu. ft. capacity, the resuable F50 filter 
consists of a perforated metal outer basket with 
polypropylene mesh liner. Fittings for fork lift 
handling are integral to the two-piece cover. Unit 
empties from bottom with built-in safety features
of compound linkage and rotary latch. Standard
on all SE50, SP50, CE50 and CP50 models
(250/250 tank sizes and larger). 
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FILTER DESIGN

Filter design is also an important consideration. Sure, a manufacturer can sell a low 
micron filter, but look for slits/openings to accommodate assemblies that will allow 
particles through much larger than intended. 

CECOR’s patented reverse-taper design eliminates bridging. The filter empties  
completely. Solids do not become trapped in the filter. CECOR’s unique filter pack
design provides a continuous filter medium. All of the fluids must pass through the 
filter with none escaping through slits or openings. Other design advantages include
a built-in lifting bail, a filter lid that retains the filter, and thick ½” (12.7 mm) gaskets. 
CECOR’s filter consists of a metal assembly with a perforated basket that holds the 
filter bag/sleeve, which is available in a variety of sizes, materials and weaves. F2
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Standard  
Poly Weave

Fine
Cotton Weave

Coarse 
Burlap Weave

Standard  
Poly Weave

Fine
Poly Weave

Coarse 
Burlap Weave

Standard  
Poly Weave

Fine
Poly Weave

Coarse 
Burlap Weave

Note: Engineering specifications subject to change without notice.


